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ACROS
1. Misty Copeland's quality
6. Was demanding
15. It has legs
16. It's in the trunk, or on your trunk
17. Beneath contemplation
18. Person of Chinese and Malay descent
19. Some hair products
20. Have legs
21. Tinnitus treater, for short
22. Conductor's choices
24. What's used to play "con sordino"
25. Cowboys' home, familiarly
26. Fire follower
28. One having a think
29. Exclamation after having a think
32. Pulled-in position
33. Capital where Z$ are spent
34. Unit components
36. They're offensive
37. Steve Buscemi's "Reservoir Dogs" character
38. European Council president Donald
39. Deg. for a drill master? 
40. Die down
41. Samuel Richardson novel, or Toto song
43. Entrap, in a way
44. "___ Man"
45. Certain stage direction
49. Director DuVernay
50. Orders
51. Make it work
52. Colorful spice blend at Japanese restaurants
55. Number of voices in a terzetto
56. Snobby display, at times
57. Did a duty of a sort
58. Rings true
59. It comes in centipede and crab varieties
28. Name in the news on May 19, 2018
29. Solicitor of donations, often
30. Triceratops, notably
31. Its white variety is grown underground
33. Spanx stock-in-trade
34. Surfer's spot
36. Chanko-nabe eater's sport
37. Savion Glover accessory
41. Care for a furbaby
42. Role in a 15-Across
44. It's tossed by a gaucho
45. Sonoran sammie
46. Rapier relatives
48. Oboist's supply
50. Look mischievous, perhaps
53. ___ Annie ("Oklahoma!" character)
54. Allianz SE's business
55. Small screen's "for all," for short

DOWN
1. Mill's fill
2. Name that means "born again"
3. Panicked reaction
4. Cocktail hour bite
5. Pupil's spot
6. "Antony and Cleopatra" prop
7. Go to a dark place?
8. Discipline involving sparring
9. Prepare for reuse, in a way
10. Lower in value, as a car
11. ___ loss
12. "Let me explain this again..."
13. Like poppies
14. Garment that's hardly body-con
23. Perform a chant
24. Lavalier attachments, for short
25. Hal's songwriting partner, often
27. Sink-stopping stuff
29. Solicitor of donations, often
30. Triceratops, notably
31. Its white variety is grown underground
33. Spanx stock-in-trade
34. Surfer's spot
36. Chanko-nabe eater's sport
37. Savion Glover accessory
41. Care for a furbaby
42. Role in a 15-Across
44. It's tossed by a gaucho
45. Sonoran sammie
46. Rapier relatives
48. Oboist's supply
50. Look mischievous, perhaps
53. ___ Annie ("Oklahoma!" character)
54. Allianz SE's business
55. Small screen's "for all," for short